Atomistic modeling of metal surfaces under electric fields: direct coupling of electric fields to a molecular dynamics algorithm.
The effect of electric fields on metal surfaces is fairly well studied, resulting in numerous analytical models developed to understand the mechanisms of ionization of surface atoms observed at very high electric fields, as well as the general behavior of a metal surface in this condition. However, the derivation of analytical models does not include explicitly the structural properties of metals, missing the link between the instantaneous effects owing to the applied field and the consequent response observed in the metal surface as a result of an extended application of an electric field. In the present work, we have developed a concurrent electrodynamic-molecular dynamic model for the dynamical simulation of an electric-field effect and subsequent modification of a metal surface in the framework of an atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) approach. The partial charge induced on the surface atoms by the electric field is assessed by applying the classical Gauss law. The electric forces acting on the partially charged surface atoms (Lorentz and Coulomb) are then introduced in the MD algorithm to correct the atomic motion in response to the applied field. The enhancement factor at sharp features on the surface for the electric field and the assessment of atomic charges are discussed. The results obtained by the present model compare well with the experimental and density-functional theory results.